
THE RED EYE
A STORYTELLING PODCAST



Narrated and Produced by
Ally Murphy

Ally Murphy is a former flight attendant, now an award winning
voice actor. Ally was writing down her memories when she realised
how interesting and diverse her life had been, and when talking to

other crew she found there were lots of stories to share!



LET’S CONNECT!
@theredeyepod

www.theredeyepod.com

about

Our Audience

True stories, that have been turned into short audio stories with a
fictional flair! Bringing you extraordinary stories from the experiences
of flight attendants, pilots and their passengers. From thrilling dramas

to side-splitting humour and life-altering moments, each episode
immerses you in a world of adventure. Listen as real-life events, told in
a fictional style, transport you from the aircraft’s cabin to the ground
and across the globe. Join us for a journey of discovery, emotion, and
entertainment through the eyes of those who soar the skies. Fasten

your seatbelts and get ready to take off into the unforgettable world
of The Red Eye

Anyone who has ever been fascinated by the stories that come about from
travel. Whether that is exploring new destinations, meeting people from
all walks of life that change your life perspective, or just those hilarious
tales of what passengers get up to in the cabin when the lights are out
and the sleeping tablets kick in... Each episode is under 30 minutes so
perfect for those who love a short story as they go about their day!

Taking off March 5th!



UPCOMING
EPISODES

MARCH 5TH

Just Not Cricket! - When a crazy room party in Johannesburg has
international implications...

MARCH 12TH

Sky High Strip - When a handsome passenger finds himself
unveiling himself at 38,000ft...

MARCH 19TH

Baby on Board - When the cabin crew discover they can deliver
more than just breakfast...

MARCH 26TH

Lost in Las Vegas - When the notorious LAS Ladies find
themselves missing a crew member...

Don’t You Know Who I am?! - When a so-called celebrity
passenger unleashes chaos in the cabin...

A Flight Back in Time - When we go back to the 70's, to find  
Airport Anarchy and Avian Tragedy...


